SERVICE ALERT
16-TSB11

TO: SNOWDOGG DEALER
FROM: BUYERS PRODUCTS – SNOWDOGG PLOWS
DATE: 09/04/2008
RE: 16071150 HEADLIGHT ADAPTERS
PAGES: 3 (including cover)

Issue:
A number of 16071150 Headlight Adapters have the PARK and TURN wire colors (BROWN and PURPLE) reversed.

As GM does not require isolated turn signals on ‘99-'07 vehicles, this will not impact the functionality of the plow lights. It may result in decreased turn signal brightness (as the wrong filament is being energized), i.e. the parking lights will be brighter than usual.

Resolution:
No action is required on complete installs as functionality is not impacted.

Identifying affected adapters
The Purple wire should be in the “corner”, with the brown wire next to it. On the miswired adapters, the Brown wire is in the corner.

Modified installation instructions
- Connect the “corner” wire (position H) to the TURN signal circuit and the one next to it (position G) to the PARK circuit – regardless of their color. Below is the face view of the connector on the main relay harness side.